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ABSTRACT. In this paper we study 0-regularity and its relations to other topological properties.

We show that the concepts of 0-regularity (Jankovi, 1985) and point paracompactness (Boyte,
1973) coincide. Regular, strongly locally compact or paraconpact spaces are 0-regulax. We discuss

the i)roblem when a (c()untat)ly) 0-regular space is regular, strongly locally coral)act compact,
or paracompact. We also study sone basic properties of subspaces of a 0-regular space. Some
applications: A space is paracomt)act iff the space is countably 0-regular and semiparacompact.

A generalized F-subspace of a paracompact space is 1)araconpact iff the subspace is countably

0-regular.
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1. PRELIMINARIES AND INTRODUCTION.
In a topological space X a point x X is in the 0-closure of a set A C_ X (x cla A) if

every closed neighborhood (nbd) of x intersects A. The point x belongs to the 0-interior of A

(x int A) if x has a closed nbd G C_ A. The set A is called 0-closed (0-open) if A cl A
(A inte A).

A filter base (I) in X has a 0-cluster point x X if x f"l {cl F] F (I)}. The filter base

0-converges to its 0-limit x if for every closed nbd H of x there is F (I) such that F C_ H. A net

(B, >) has a 0-cluster point (a 0-limit) x X if x is a 0-cluster point (a 0-limit) of the derived

filter base {{()1 c >/} I/ B}.
For any set S, we denote by ISI the cardinality of S. The character x(X) of a topological

space X we define as the least infinite cardinal m such that every point x X has a nbd base

v. satisfying I’1 < m. For a family (I) C_ 2X, we denote by (I)F the family of all finite unions of

members of (I).

Let X be a topological space. The points x, y X are T0-separable if there is an open set
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cmt.aining mly me f the lints .:, y. The l,ints ,r, y are T-Selaralh, if they have open lisjint
hinds. In this nt.ation, the sptce X is said t, ]e S [3] if ew.ry two T0-separable points of X are

T-s,’paral,le. We say that the space X is R [4] if for ,:very x, y X satisfying cl {x} cl {y}
the sets cl {x}, cl {y} have disj,,int nbds. Of,serve that any T Sl,a,’e is $2 and each Sl,aCe is S if

and only if it is R.
A topological space X is called strongly locally cmapact [4] if every x X has a chased

cmpact nld. If every pint of a topological space X has a nbd base consisting of open sets

with c,,mpact ],,undary, then X is said t,, ]e rimcompact [3]. A space is almost c,,ml,act [3]
(,,r abs,,lutely H-closed [1] ,,r H(i) [4] )if every open filter base in X hms a cluster l,,,int, or

equivalently, if every filter be in X has a 0-cluster point, or Mso equivalently, if every open

’ver of X has a finite subfamily whose union is dense in X. T see that these conditims are

really equivalent, we refer the reader to [3]; [4] and [8]. Finally, a topologicM space is said to be

semiparacompact [7] if every open cover of the space has a a-locally finite open refinement.

The aim of this paper is to study two independently introduced concepts, 8-regularity

(.Jankovi6 [4] )and point (countable)I,aracoml,actness (Boyte [1] ). The first concept, defined in

terms of filter bases, was used by D. Jankovid to extend the closed graph theorem of D. A. Rose.
We say that a topological space X is (countably) 8-regular if every (countable) filter bme in X
with a 8-cluster point has a cluster point.

The second concept, point (countable) laracompactness, w defined by J. M. Boyte to

improve several covering theorems (e.g. the well-known Michel’s Theorem, characterizing pro’a-

compactness by open a-locally finite refinements of open covers) in absence of my sepm’ation

axiom such T2 or regulm’ity. A topological space X is sMd to be point (countably) pm’acomp-

act if for every open (countable) cover fl of X and each x X there is an open refinement fl of

such that is locMly finite at x.

In this paper we show that (countable) 8-regulm’ity and point (countable) paracompactness
coincide. We generalize some Boyte’s d Jkovid’s results concerning the problem when a

(countably) 8-regular space is regular, strongly locMly conpact or pacompact. We Mso derive

a necessy d sufficient condition for a generMized Fa-subspace of a pacompact space to be

paconpact if no additionM sepation iom is sumed.

We inust note that J. Chew in [2] also studied severM relations of pacompactness d

full normality. Among thegn, the "local parcompactness (1)" actuMly coincides with point pa-

compactness of ]. M. Boyte.
2. MAIN RESULTS.

Our starting point is the following theorem:

THEOREM 1. Let X be a topologicM space, m w a cdinal. The following statements

e equilent:

(i) For every open cover fl of X, [fl[ m, d each x e X there is closed nbd G of x such

that G can be covered by a finite subfily of ft.

(ii) For every open cover fl of X, [[ m, and each x X there is open refinement ’ of

such that fl is locally finite at x.

(iii) For every filter be in X, [[ m, having no cluster point and for ech z X there are

F d open disjoint sets U, V such that x U and F V.

(iv) Every filter be in X, [] m, with a 8-cluster point h a cluster point.

PROOF. Suppose (i). Let fl be open cover of X, [fl[ m, and let x X. There is a closed

nbd G of xd a ite subfaly F such that G g ver U. Let ’ FU{U x G[ U x F}.
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It is clear that Q’ is an pen refinement of Q and G meets at most finitely many elements of l’.
It follows (ii).

Sul)l)ose (ii). Let l)e a filter base in X with 11(, chtster point, [1 -< m, and let .r X. The
collection Q {X \ elF F ,I} is an open directed c,,ver of X with Ifl _< -. By (ii), there
exists an pen refinement f’ which is locally finite at x. Then x has a nbd U intersecting only
a finite number of members of Q’. Let V U {s] s fi Q’,s n u }. We have U n V and
since f is directed, there is some F cI, such that X \ V C_ U s]s Ft’, S U # c_ X \ el F.
It fillows that el F C_ V, and hence (iii) is proven.

(iii) implies (iv) trivially.

Suppose (iv). Let Q beanopen cover of X, ]f[ _< m, and let x X. IfX QF, we are

finished. Let X fF. It follows that the family ,I, {X \ UI U 9tF is a closed filter base

having no cluster point and satisfying ]q,] < m. By (iv), the point x cannot be a 0-cluster p,,int
of q,. It follows that there is a closed nbd G of x and U fF such that G (X \ U) , i.e.

G C_ U. Thus (i) is fulfilled. That completes the proof of the theorem.

REMARK 1. Consider the following condition for a space X and a cardinal m _> w"

(v) Every 0-convergent net o(a, >) in X, having ]a] _< rn, has a cluster point.

To see that (v) is weaker than (iv) of Theorem 1, we can take the filter base naturally derived

from 0(A, > ).
Analogically, if x(X) _< rn, we can show that (v) implies (iv). Let ,I be a filter base in X,

]I’ _< m, having a 0-cluster point x X. Let r be a nbd base of z with Ivl _< m. The collection

F {F n cl U] F I,, U r } is a filter base with ]F] _< m. Using Axiom of Choice, we can

construct a xnap 0 F [.Jer G satisfying o(G) G for every G F. Then 0(F, C_) is a net

0-converging to x and, consequently, having a cluster point by (v). It follows that has a cluster

point, which implies that (iv) is fulfilled.

COROLLARY 1. A topological space is point (countably) paracompact if and only if the

space is (countably) 0-regular.

Obviously, every regular space is 0-regular. D. Jankovid proved in [4] that all rimconpact or

strongly locally compact spaces are 0-regular. That result can be easily seen froxn the condition

(i) of Theorem 1. From the coincidence between 0-regularity and point paracolnpactness it follows

that the class of 0-regular spaces also contains paraconpact spaces. Conversely, we can ask when

a 0-regular space is regular, strongly locally compact or paracompact.

DEFINITION 1. Let m, n be cardinals. A topological space is said to be (rn, n)-cover regular
if for every open cover t of X, ]fll -< m, and each point x fi X there is a closed nbd of x which

can be covered by a subfamily 9t C_ f such that ]f] < n.

In temns of this definition, the spaces, satisfying anyone of the conditions of Theorem 1, are

(m, w)-cover regular.
THEOREM 2. Let X be a topological space, m a cardinal nmnber such that w _< x(X) _< m.

Then X is regular if and only if X is S and (m,w)-cover regular.
PROOF. The necessity is clear. To see the sufficiency, let U C_ X be an open set and let

x U. Let v be a nbd base of x such that ]v _< m. Since we suppose that X is $2, the collection

fl {U} tO {X \ cl Y] Y r,} is an open cover of X, If] _< m. Hence there is a closed nbd G of

(U’ (x ,,:iv;)) D,.oi. g n (19’and V, V:,... V ,’r, such that C:: U U = i=

we have H C_ U. Clearly, H is a closed nbd of X, which implies that X must be regular.

COROLLARY 2. A topological space is regular if and only if the space is S and 0-regular.

COROLLARY 3 (Jankovifi). In R spaces, 0-regularity is equivalent to regularity.
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COROLLARY 4 (Boyte). In T2 spaces, point paracompactness is equivalent to regularity.
THEOREM 3. A topological space X is strongly locally compact if and only if X is locally

compact and 0-regular.
PROOF. The necessity is clear. Conversely, if X is locally compact, there exists a family

I, of compact sets such that {intK[KeO} is an open cover of X. Let X be 0-regu-
lar. Then every x X has a closed nbd G and cotnpact sets K,K2,...K, O such that
G C__ [.J:’= int K, C_ [.J:’__ K,. Since G is closed, it follows that G is compact. Thus X is strongly
locally compact.

The condition causing paracompactness of a (countably) 0-regular space will be discusscd
later. Because every closed subspace of a 0-regular space is obviously 0-regular, one can expect
that F-subspaces also have that property. The following example shows that it is not the case.

EXAMPLE 1. There is a cotnpact topological space X containing an Fa-subspace Y which
is not countably 0-regular.

PROOF. Let Y {2,3,...}, U {n.xln=l,2,...} for every x e Y. The family
{U:]z Y} defines a topology (as its base) on Y. Since V Vv for every x,y Y, every
open non-empty set U C_ Y has cly U Y. It follows that the net id(P, >_), where P is the set of
all prime numbers with their natural order _>, is clearly 0-convergent, but with no cluster point
in Y. It follows from Theorem and Remark 1, that Y is not countably 0-regular.

Let X 1 ) tO Y and take on X the topology of Alexaaadroff’s compactification of Y. To see

that Y is an F,-subspace of X, let K Y \ [.Jv> Uv for every x Y. Every K is closed, finite,
and, hence, compact ix, topology of Y. It follows Kr is closed in X. Since x Kr, Y [.joo__2 K.
That cotnpletes the proof.

Let X be a topological space. We denote by o(X) the family of all sets B C X such that

clo {z} C_ B for every x B. For a 0-regular space X, the following theorem shows that a(X)
constitutes an ixnportant class of subspaces of X.

THEOREM 4. Let X be a topological space, rn >_ w a cardinal. The following statements
are fulfilled:

(i) flo(X)is a complete Boolean set algebra

(ii) If X is (m,w)-cover regular and Y e o(X) a subspace, x(Y) _< m, then Y is also (m,w)-
cover regular.

PROOF. To show that (i) is true, we must prove that the unions and complements of

arbitrary elements of o(X) are members of fo(X). Obviously, only the proof concerning the

complements is non-trivial.

Let A e fBo(X) and suppose that cl {x} Y \ A for some x Y \ A. Then there exists

y A such that y cl0 {x}. It follows that x, y are not T-separable and hence x cl0 {y}.
That is a contradiction, because by the definition of 0(X) we have cl {y} C A. It follows

cl {z} _c Y \ A for every x Y \ A, which implies Y \ A fla(X). We have shown (i).
Now, let X be (m,w)-cover regular, Y o(X) and x(Y) _< m. Let 0(A, >) be a net in

Y, [A[ _< m, which 0-converges to y Y in the topology of Y. Then 0(A, >) 0-converges to y in

X and hence, according to Remark 1, o(A,/>) has a cluster point x X. One can easily verify
that x, y cannot be T2-separable, which implies that x fi clo {y} and hence x Y. Because x is a

cluster point of p(A, >/) also with respect to the induced topology of Y and x(Y) _< m, Remark 1

completes the proof of (ii).
COROLLARY 5. Let X be a 0-regular topological space. Then every Y o(X) is a

0-regular subspace of X.
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COROLLARY 6. Let X be a 0-regular topoh)gical space. Then each subsI)ace, which can

be expressed by Bo()lean ol)erations (i.e. \, (.J, )(,f 0-Ol)en (or 0-closed) sets, is 0-regulm" as

well.

As an illustrati()n, we present here a theorem which was first proved by Boyte [1] using
covering terminology and methods. That result was also independentely derived by Jankovi

[4] in terms of filter 1)ases and convergence. An easy proof of the theorem is an inlmediate

consequence of the definitions of 0-regularity aa(l ahnost compactness. We leave it to the reader.
THEOREM 5. A topological space is compact if and only if the space is 0-regular and almost

compact.
The following theorem describes some relations between (countable) 0-regularity and 1)ara-

compactness. It slightly improves analogical results of Michael [6]; Mack [5] and Boyte [1].
THEOREM 6. A topological space X is paracompact if and only if X is countal)ly 0-regular

and semiparaconpact.

PROOF. The necessity is clear. Conversely, assume that X is semiparacompact aaxd count-

ably 0-regular. Let fl be an open cover of X. Semiparacompactness of X implies that fl has
an open a-locally finite refinelnent, say f U,%l "" where every f, is a locally finite faanily
refining f. Let U,, J {U U f,,i _< n} for every n N. The family {U,}neN is a countable

open increasing cover of X and since X is countably O-regular, there exists an open cover of X
whose closures refine {U,},eN. Because X is semiparacompact, has an open a-locally finite

refinement, say O’ ,__ 0,, consisting of locally finite families 0,. For every n N let

V,=U{BIBe,,clBC_Uj,i+ j <n}. (2.1)

Observe that {V,, },,eN is an open increasing cover of X. Because the family (.J,= q) is locally
finite, we have cl V,, _C Un-. Finally, for every n N and U fin let

W,.,(U) U \ cl V,,. (2.2)

It can be easily seen that the family F {W,,(U)[n N,U fl,,} is an open locally finite

refinement of ft. Indeed, for every x X let k N be the least index such that x ( U for

some U ( 12. Since cl V _c Ua_, it follows that x W(U). Hence F is an open cover, which,
obviously, refines ft. To see that F is locally finite, let x X and let m ( N be my index such
that x Vm. Because {V,,}neN is an increasing family, we have V,,, 3 Wn(U) for every

n > m, U 6 f..
But the family [.Ji= f/, is locally finite. Let S be a nbd of x, intersecting at most finitely

many elements of I.Ji= f/i. Since for every 1, 2,... m, U f, we have W,(U) C_ U, the set

S Vm is a nbd of x, meeting only finitely many sets of the cover F. Hence F is locally finite and

therefore X i paracompact.
COROLLARY 7 (Boyte). A topological space is paracompact if and only if the space is point

paracompact and semiparacompact.

COROLLARY 8 (Mack). A topological space is paracompact if and only if the space is

countably paracompact and semiparacompct.

COROLLARY 9 (Boyte). In a LindelSf space, point countable paracompactness is equivalent
to paracompactness.

COROLLARY 10 (Michael). A regular topological space is paracompact if and only if the

space is semiparacompazt.
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In a topological space X, a subspace Y C__ X is called a generalized F-subspace of X if

for every open U C_ X such that Y C U there is an F-subset F of X satisfying Y C._ F C_ U.
Singal and Jain [7] proved that in a semiparacompact space, every generalized F-subspace is

semiparacolnpact. However, Example shows that nothing sixnilar holds for paracompactness iu

general. But the following result we obtain from Theorem 6 and the result mentioned above.

THEOREM 7. A geueralized Fa-subspace of a paracompact space is paracompact if and
only if the subspace is countably 0-regular.

COROLLARY 11 (Mack). A generalized Fa-subspace of a paracompact space is paraconp-
act if and only if the subspace is countably paracompact.

Replacing ’closed’ by ’0-closed’, we obtain a definition of a OF-subspace. In other words,
Y C_ X is said to be a 0Fa-subspace of a topological space X if Y is a countable union of 0-closed

sets. Since every 0-closed set is closed, we caaa use Theorem 7 and Corollary 6 to obtain the

following result.

COROLLARY 12. A 0Fa-subspace of a paracolnpact space is paracompact.
Finally, in regular spaces, we obtain the well-known result of Michael [6] that an F-subspace

of a regular paracompact space is paracompact.
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